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Figure 1: This scene is rendered 15 FPS by our system with full global illumination. The light sources (spotlights) and the viewpoint can be modified interactively. The precomputation time was 23 minutes.

Abstract

Global illumination is a complex all-frequency phenomenon including subtle effects caused by indirect lighting. Computing global illumination interactively for dynamic lighting conditions has many potential applications, notably in architecture, motion pictures and computer games. It remains a challenging issue, despite the considerable amount of research work devoted to finding efficient methods. This paper presents a novel method for fast computation of indirect lighting; combined with a separate calculation of direct lighting, we provide interactive global illumination for scenes with diffuse and glossy materials, and arbitrarily distributed point light sources. To achieve this goal, we introduce three new tools: a 4D wavelet basis for concise radiance expression, an efficient hierarchical pre-computation of the Global Transport Operator representing the entire propagation of radiance in the scene in a single operation, and a run-time projection of direct lighting on to our wavelet basis. The resulting technique allows unprecedented freedom in the interactive manipulation of lighting for static scenes.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism

1. Introduction

Illumination simulation methods have many interesting applications, for example in architectural design, lighting design, computer games or motion pictures. These applications make use of global illumination algorithms, known for their high computational demands, and would greatly benefit from improved interactivity. We note that these applications are often dealing with indoor scenes, illuminated by local light sources whose position and orientation are subject to change. In this specific setup, interactive global illumination remains a particularly challenging issue.

However, by taking advantage of the linearity of the rendering equation it is possible to precompute light transport offline, and to use this data during run-time to obtain convincing global illumination effects: Precomputed Radiance Transport methods (PRT) [SKS02, Leh04] precompute the relationship between the emitted light and the radiance outgoing from the surfaces of the scene. In order to keep the complexity manageable, these methods usually express the emission in a low dimensional basis. The most common way to do this is to consider only infinitely distant lighting, and
thus reduce the dimensionality of the emission to 2. Yet, local light sources (a.k.a. near-field illumination) have 5 degrees of freedom, that can be narrowed down to 4 without loss of generality if we consider that light travels through a vacuum; this high dimensionality tends to make classical PRT methods extremely costly.

In this paper, we present a technique for interactive computation of global illumination in static scenes with diffuse and glossy materials, and arbitrarily placed dynamic point/spotlights. Our algorithm uses a precomputed Global Transport Operator that expresses the relationship between incident and outgoing surface radiance. During run-time we project the direct light form the light sources to the surfaces, and apply this precomputed operator to get full global illumination. Rather than following the common compute, then compress scheme, we try to generate the operator directly in a compact representation.

Our contributions are: a new 4D wavelet basis for compact representation of radiance, a method to efficiently compute the Global Transport Operator, greatly speeding up the pre-computation time, and a method to efficiently project direct lighting from point light sources on our hierarchical basis at runtime. These three contributions, combined together, result in interactive manipulation of light sources, with immediately visible results in the global lighting.

The most noticeable limitation of our approach is directly linked to a well-known problem of finite-element methods for global illumination: our basis functions have to be expressed on the surfaces of the scene. Incidentally, our example scenes are exclusively composed of large quads. Another important limitation is that BRDFs must be relatively low-frequency to be efficiently representable in our wavelet basis.

2. Previous work

Global illumination has been the subject of research in Computer Graphics for decades. Dutré et al. [DBB03] give a complete survey of the state-of-the art of global illumination techniques. There have been plentiful research efforts to speed up global illumination computations and achieve real-time or interactive framerates.

Ray-tracing has been ported to the GPU [PBMH02, PDC+03] or to specific architectures [WSB01, SWOS05]. The same has been done with the radiosity algorithm [Ke97, CHL04], while others use the GPU for fast computation of hierarchical form-factors [LMM05].

Nijasure et al. [NPG05] compute a representation of the incident radiance at several sample points sparsely covering the volume enclosed by the scene. Incident radiance is stored using spherical harmonics. Spherical harmonics coefficients are interpolated between the sample points and applied to the surfaces of the scene. The system can be iterated to compute multiple bounces of light, at the expense of rendering time. This approach can be seen as a dynamic generalization of Greger's irradiance volumes [GSHG98].

Dachsbacher and Stammlinger [DS06] introduce an extended shadow map to create first-bounce indirect light sources. They splt the contribution of these sampled sources onto the final image using deferred shading. They only compute the first indirect light bounce, without taking visibility into account. Nevertheless, they observe that the results look plausible in most situations.

Despite using GPUs or even custom hardware, the above methods currently barely run interactively, unless they restrict themselves to small scenes or degrade the accuracy of the simulation.

In a separate research direction, PRT techniques [Leh04] precompute light exchanges and store the relationship between incoming lighting and outgoing global illumination on the surface of an object. The result of these precomputations, the light transport operator, is compressed and used at runtime for interactive display of global illumination. Most PRT techniques start by precomputing the light transport operator with great accuracy, then compress it, typically using clustered principal component analysis [SHHS03].

The cost of the uncompressed light transport is directly related to the degrees of freedom (DOF) n in the operator, growing with $O(n^2)$. As discussed in section 1, the general expression for emission space, assuming no participating media, has 4 DOF. Given that the outgoing surface radiance also has 4, the general form of the operator end up with 8 DOF.

To keep memory and precomputation costs tractable, most PRT techniques somehow restrict these degrees of freedom. It is generally achieved by assuming infinitely distant lighting, as done Sloan et al. [SKS02] and many others. Another option is to fix the locations of the light sources in space [DKNY95]. Yet another one is to fix the viewpoint [NRH04]: in this work, Ng et al. demonstrate that all-frequency lighting from an infinitely distant environment can be rendered efficiently by using a light transport operator expressed in Haar wavelet basis and non-linearly compressed. The fixed viewpoint restriction applies when the scene contains glossy materials. In a subsequent publication [NRH04] the authors remove this restriction by introducing triple wavelet product integrals. As a result they are able to generate high quality pictures that solve the 6-dimensional transport problem, but not with real-time or interactive rates.

Haar wavelets have succesfully been used by others [LSSPS04, WTL06] to efficiently express all-frequency transport from detailed environment maps to glossy surfaces. These method utilize separable decomposition, consisting of a purely light-dependent term and a purely view-dependent term.
The approaches closest to ours are those of Kristensen et al. [KAMJ05] and Hasan et al. [HPB06]. Both consider static scenes under near-field illumination, and they separate the computation of direct lighting, done on the fly using standard GPU-based methods, and indirect lighting precomputed on some specific basis functions. Kristensen et al. [KAMJ05] use a 3D unstructured point cloud basis, precomputing radiance transport from this basis to the surfaces of the scene. At run-time, uniform point light sources are projected onto the point-cloud basis, then they apply the precomputed transport operator to obtain indirect illumination on the surfaces.

In a work concurrent to ours, Hasan et al. [HPB06] precompute direct-to-indirect transport corresponding to our GTO and express it in wavelet basis. The receiving basis consist in the visible pixels, and the sending basis is build by distributing point samples into the scene, which are then hierarchically clustered. a preprocess. Each of these methods presents different limitations: the former is restricted to omni-directional point lights, and the latter renders high-quality pictures but only for diffuse-to-diffuse indirect transfer (although the last reflection can be arbitrarily glossy) and fixed viewpoint. As a comparison, our method doesn’t suffer from these restrictions, but is limited to simple geometry and works best with diffuse materials.

A common problem to many of the existing PRT methods is their fairly inefficient approach to precomputation. A lot of information computed during this step is discarded during a subsequent compression stage. One of our main concerns is precisely to avoid unnecessary computations and rather try to directly generate a concise operator (Hasan et al. share this objective). This way, we greatly reduce the memory cost and computation time for the precomputation step. We show clear improvement in precomputation times compared to Kristensen et al., but as stated earlier, our finite element approach also brings restrictions not present in their work.

Our work draws inspiration from hierarchical finite element methods for global illumination [HSA91, GSC93]. Wavelet and hierarchical algorithms adapt the solution to the geometry and lighting conditions: a coarse resolution is used where the illumination is smooth, and a finer resolution when there are sharp variations.

In our precomputation, we adopt some of the solutions used in Wavelet Radiance [CSS94, CSS96] which solves global illumination using a hierarchical 4D wavelet basis. Wavelet Radiance uses non-standard decomposition to represent surface radiance, but a standard decomposition for the transport operator. The latter enables direct computation of the transfer coefficients without needing a push-pull step.

3. Overview of the algorithm

Our method takes as input the geometric definition of a static and easily parametrized scene (e.g. composed by quads), and provides interactive visualization of global illumination effects in this scene under dynamic local lighting. We compute a 4D wavelet representation of indirect radiance on the surfaces of the scene. Our technique can be split into two high-level components: an offline component for precomputing the light transport operator, and a run-time component for rendering indirect lighting using this operator.

The run-time component uses the precomputed transport operator to interactively render global illumination:

1. Project direct lighting onto our wavelet basis.
2. Apply the precomputed global transport operator, resulting in indirect lighting, expressed in our wavelet basis.
3. Convert this result to outgoing radiance, and blend with direct lighting.

We treat direct lighting separately because it contains sharp details that are best rendered using specific techniques. Our run-time component is explained in section 5.

The offline component consists of these two steps:

1. Compute a Direct Transport Operator (DTO) for the scene. The DTO expresses the propagation of light inside the scene, and corresponds to a single bounce of light.
2. Compute a Global Transport Operator (GTO) using the DTO. The GTO expresses the full radiance propagation inside the scene, i.e. an infinite number of light bounces.

For efficient computation and compact representation, we express the operators in wavelet basis. Our bases for expressing the surface radiance and the operators are described in section 4.2. The computation of the DTO is explained in detail in section 4.3. In section 4.4 we discuss how the DTO can be used to efficiently compute the GTO using Neumann series and non-linear compression.

4. Offline component

4.1. Wavelet Basis for Surface Radiance

Surface radiance is a 4-dimensional function: two dimensions for the surface location and two dimensions for the direction. Because of its 4D nature, storing a tabulated version of surface radiance is prohibitively costly. This problem is
even more pronounced for the 8-dimensional transport operator that expresses the radiance transport between surfaces.

An efficient expression and computation of the transport operator highly benefits from a hierarchical representation; hence we chose wavelets as our basis functions. We elected Haar wavelets for their computational simplicity, but our algorithm can be applied to any type of tree wavelet basis [GSCH93].

The building blocks of Haar basis are the following smooth function \( \phi \) and wavelet \( \psi \):

\[
\phi(x) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{for } 0 \leq x < 1 \\
0 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \\
\psi(x) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{for } 0 \leq x < 1/2 \\
-1 & \text{for } 1/2 \leq x < 1 \\
0 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} 
\]

All the wavelets and smooth functions of Haar basis are formed by scales and translates of the above elementary functions as follows:

\[
\phi_j^i = \phi(2^ix - j), \quad \psi_j^i = \psi(2^ix - j) 
\]

Where \( i \) gives the scale, and \( j \) gives the translation. For a comprehensive introduction to Haar wavelets and wavelets in general we refer to [SDS96].

Multi-dimensional wavelet bases are usually formed by combining one-dimension wavelet bases. There are two systems for creating multi-dimensional wavelet bases: the standard refinement (see Figure 2a), where the dimensions are refined separately, and the non-standard refinement (see Figure 2b), where refinement is performed alternatively along all dimensions.

The non-standard refinement method merges together the different dimensions, treating them equally. As a consequence, it is more widely used in fields such as Image Analysis and Image Synthesis, where the two spatial dimensions serve an equal purpose.

For Radiance computations, the spatial and angular dimensions are not equivalent. A surface can exhibit large variations on the spatial domain and be more continuous over the angular domain, and linking the resolutions of the spatial and angular dimensions is not always efficient. For this reason, we decouple the spatial and angular domains, using standard refinement between these dimensions. For the 2D sub-domains for angular and spatial dimensions, we still use non-standard refinement. Our wavelet basis for 4D radiance therefore uses a combination of standard and non-standard refinement.

For the angular domain, the hemisphere of directions is mapped to the unit square using a cosine-weighted concentric map [SC97]; we then apply wavelet analysis over the unit square. Using this mapping allows pre-integrated cosine on the hemisphere of directions, with a low angular distortion and constant area mapping.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{light_transport.png}
\caption{Light transport from sending basis function \( b_1(y)b_2(\omega) \) to receiving basis function \( b'_1(x)b'_2(\alpha) \).}
\end{figure}

4.2. Wavelet Basis for Transport Operator

The projected transport operator consists of coefficients that describe the influence of each basis function to all the other ones. The non-standard operator decomposition is a more common choice in hierarchical radiosity, as in theory it gives a more compact representation than standard decomposition. In spite of this we chose to follow [CSSD94] and used standard operator decomposition. We see two advantages in using the standard decomposition: it decouples the resolution for sender and receiver, and there is no need for a push-pull step. The former is an obvious advantage, for example when the sender and receiver differ greatly in size or in complexity.

The latter requires an explanation: conventional global illumination methods, using the non-standard representation, require a push-pull step between light bounces [HSA91]. For these methods, the cost of the push-pull step is not prohibitive. However, we are using the DTO to compute the Global Transport Operator, using Neumann series (see section 4.4). During this computation, we perform several multiplications between operators. During these operator multiplications, the fact that we do not require a push-pull step greatly accelerates the computation.

4.3. Direct Transport Operator

We compute the Direct Transport Operator to express a single bounce of light. As we are going to conduct operator multiplications, we require the output space of the DTO to be equal to its input space. This leaves a choice: either we express the DTO in terms of incident radiance or in terms of outgoing radiance. We chose to use the incident form of the Direct Transport Operator.

The incident form of the Direct Transport Operator is defined as follows:

\[
(TL)(x,x\leftarrow y) = \int f_r(0,y,y\rightarrow x)V(x,y)(0\cdot n_y)L(y,0)\, d\omega 
\]

The transport operator maps the incident radiance arriving to location \( y \) from direction \( \omega \) to incident radiance at another location \( x \) from direction \( x \leftarrow y \). Given a certain distribution of incident radiance, applying this operator once gives the distribution of light that has been reflected once from the
surfaces of the scene. Here $f_r$ refers to BRDF and $V$ to the visibility term. Along with the $[\omega \cdot n_s]$ term, they form the kernel $k(x, y, \omega)$ of the light transport operator.

The projected form of the transport operator is obtained by integrating the 6D kernel against each 8D wavelet, in a similar fashion to [CSSD94]:

$$\int K(x, y, \omega) b_r^j(y) b_s^j(\omega) b_r^a(x) b_s^a(x \leftarrow y) \, d\omega \, dx \, dy \quad (4)$$

Where $K(x, y, \omega) = k(x, y, \omega) \frac{\omega \cdot n_s}{\cos \theta}$ and $b_r^j, b_s^j, b_r^a$ and $b_s^a$ refer to the elementary non-standard basis functions of receiving spatial, receiving angular, sending spatial and sending angular dimensions, respectively (see section 4.1). $x$ and $y$ are integrated over surfaces, while $\omega$ is integrated over the hemisphere oriented according to corresponding surface normal. For a visual illustration, see Figure 3.

In the context of light transport, a wavelet coefficient obtained from Equation 4 has traditionally been called a link. We will use this term to refer to a group of coefficients for 8D basis functions sharing the same support on all 2D subspaces. In practice, this means that each link corresponds to 255 wavelets and a single smooth function coefficient. This can be seen by considering that each 2D sub-space has 4 elementary non-standard basis functions that share the same support, and $4^2 = 256$. As an example of elementary 2D functions, see the four functions in the lower left corner of Figure 2b.

We compute the Direct Transport Operator by progressively refining the existing links. We start by creating interactions between coarsest level basis functions in the scene, and then refine these. At each step, we consider 256 basis function coefficients. Note, however, that not all the 256 coefficients are stored. We only store the necessary parts of link: a link between two diffuse surfaces does not need wavelets in angular domain. In practice, each link contains between 1 and 256 wavelet coefficients depending on its type.

A refinement oracle (see section 4.3.2) tells us whether a link needs to be refined. For each link it has a choice to refine in any of the 2D sub-domains (spatial receiver, angular receiver, spatial sender, angular sender). The refinement oracle may independently choose each option, possibly refining both the sender and the receiver in space and angle, or simply refining the receiver in space, or any combination.

When the link is refined, we create the child wavelets, and recursively consider each newly created link. Consider a refinement of one of the spatial basis functions: when a spatial basis function is refined, four new child links are created (spatial patch is divided into four child patches). However, when two of the 2D sub-domains are refined, there will be $4 \times 4 = 16$ child links to consider, and finally if all the dimensions are refined $4^2 = 256$ child links are created.

When performing progressive refinement in standard basis, the refinement may arrive at a certain link from several parent links. This means that when we chose the standard method for combining dimensions in our 8D basis, we partially lost the tree-property of our basis.

However, we use the same solution for the problem as was used in the conventional wavelet radiance [CSSD94]. If, in the refinement process, we arrive at a 8D wavelet coefficient that has already been visited, we terminate the traversal. The difference with conventional wavelet radiance is that we have four independent subspaces instead of two.

An important point in our algorithm is that, as with Wavelet Radiance [CSSD94], we are computing wavelet transport coefficients directly between wavelet coefficients, not between smooth functions. This eliminates the need for push-pull step.

4.3.1. Numerical Integration

The actual coefficients corresponding to each link are computed by generating quasi-randomly distributed samples in the support area of the link. Thus, we are computing Equation 4 by quasi-Monte Carlo integration.

The coefficients of the coarsest links are difficult to compute accurately without a significantly large amount of samples. On the other hand the finer scale wavelets do not require as many samples since within a smaller support the kernel does not deviate as much. Because of this we adopt the adaptive integration procedure used in Wavelet Radiance [CSSD94]: we first refine the link structure to the finest level and then perform a wavelet transform to compute the coarser links in terms of the finer ones. As a result, only the finest scale wavelet coefficients are computed directly. In our implementation, this procedure is done during a single recursive visit.

4.3.2. Refinement Oracle

The refinement oracle considers each link, i.e. a cluster of coefficients of wavelets sharing the same support at the time. It works by testing quasi-random samples of the kernel, and using explicit knowledge of the BRDF. If the oracle finds that the operator is smooth, then the refinement stops and the kernel samples are used to compute the wavelet coefficients.

At each refinement step, the refinement oracle has to select whether to refine the sender or the receiver, or both, and whether to refine them spatially or angularly, or both. Thus, the oracle can refine between 0 to 4 dimensions, resulting in 16 possible combinations. The ability to make an independent refinement decision in each sub-space is a consequence of using standard refinement as described in sections 4.1 and 4.2.

The decision to refine the interaction in the angular domain is based solely on the BRDFs of the sender and receiver, unless the sender and the receiver are mutually invisible, in which case the interaction is not refined. The basis
functions are mutually invisible if no unobstructed ray can be generated between the supports of the sender and the receiver. Note that this can happen even if the spatial basis functions are not mutually occluded, but the angular support of the sending basis function is oriented in such a way that it does not point towards the receiving basis function.

Diffuse surfaces are never subdivided angularly. For an arbitrarily glossy BRDF, the maximum level of angular subdivision depends on the resolution of its wavelet representation. Note that at this point of the algorithm, the wavelet representation is only used to control the refinement resolution, whereas the kernel samples are evaluated using the original, possibly analytic representation of the BRDF.

Spatial refinement is based on the kernel deviation estimated on the samples. To take advantage of the standard operator decomposition, i.e., the ability to refine the sender and receiver independently, we apply the following heuristics:

- Refine sender if \((\max(K) - \min(K))A_s > \epsilon_s\)
- Refine receiver if \((\max(K) - \min(K))A_r > \epsilon_r\)

With \(K\) as defined in Equation 4, \(A_s, A_r\) refer to the surface areas covered by the supports of the basis functions; and \(\epsilon_s, \epsilon_r\) to the user selected thresholds. We use separate thresholds for sending and receiving refinement, since it is useful to generate asymmetrically refined matrices, where the sending basis functions are coarser than the receiving (see section 4.4).

### 4.4. Global Transport Operator

Having computed the direct transport operator \(T\), which expresses a single bounce of light transfer between the surfaces in the scene, we use it to compute the global transport operator, using the Neumann series:

\[
G = I + T + T^2 + T^3 + T^4 + \ldots
\]

The global transport operator expresses the relationship between the converged incident lighting and the incoming incident lighting. \(G\) is computed iteratively, from \(T\). At each step, we compute \(T^{n+1} = T^n T\).

The computation of above series is rather expensive using a high resolution representation of \(T\), since in the end all the basis functions interact with each other (unless the scene consists of separate local environments with no mutual visibility to each other). For this reason, we aggressively compress the matrices during the computation: after each computation of \(T^n\), we apply non-linear compression to the result, removing all coefficients below a certain threshold.

Because of the compression, the number of coefficients in \(T^n\) decreases when \(n\) increases (see Figure 6). We stop the computation when all the coefficients in \(T^n\) are smaller than our threshold, which in our experiments required up to ten iterations. To speed-up the computations, we pre-multiply by the sparsest matrix, computing \(T^n\) times \(T\).

Figure 4: Multiplying the GTO by the original fine-resolution DTO (right) improves the visual quality compared to the original GTO (left). Notice that even with a larger numerical error, the gathered GTO gives a more pleasing result (compare upper right corner with lower left corner). Error \(E\) refers to the sum of squared differences of wavelet coefficients when compared to uncompressed GTO.

After a coarse GTO has been computed, we still perform one more step to improve the results: we multiply the series by the original fine-resolution DTO from the left. This operation can be thought as a kind of final gathering that improves the visual aspect of the result by using higher resolution representation for the last bounce before the light meets the eye (see Figure 4), in the same spirit as Hasan et al. [HPB06].

### 5. Run-time component

The run-time component of our method works as follows:

1. Project direct lighting on the wavelet basis defined on the surfaces of the scene (section 5.1).
2. Use the precomputed GTO to transform the projected direct light to the converged incident radiance (section 5.2).
3. Transform incident radiance into outgoing radiance by applying the BRDF of the surfaces (section 5.3).
4. Render the indirect light using the wavelet basis and combine it with direct light computed separately (section 5.4).
5.1. Direct Light Projection

In order to use the GTO to generate indirect lighting, we need to project the light from the dynamic light sources to the 4D radiance basis defined on the surfaces of the scene.

For each light source and for each surface of the scene, our method proceeds as follows:

1. Estimate the level of precision required.
2. Compute all the smooth coefficients at this level of precision, by integrating direct lighting on the support of each coefficient.
3. Perform a wavelet transform on these smooth coefficients to compute the wavelet coefficients, then discard the smooth coefficients. This generates a wavelet representation of the direct light on all the surfaces of the scene.

This projection of direct lighting onto our wavelet basis is fundamental for interactive rendering, so it is important to perform these computations efficiently. Unfortunately, step 2 involves computing direct lighting for all the smooth coefficients, a costly step for arbitrary light sources.

To estimate the level of precision required (step 1), we look at the solid angle subtended by the geometry of the object, multiplied by the intensity of the light source in the direction of the object.

The computation of the smooth coefficients (step 2) involves computing direct lighting in the scene, including visibility between the light source and the support of the smooth coefficient. In our implementation, we tried both area light sources and point light sources, but we found that only point light sources were currently compatible with interactive framerates.

For point light sources, we compute the visibility using occlusion queries, i.e. we render the smooth functions from the view of light source using GL_ARB_occlusion_query extension of OpenGL, and estimate the solid angle each basis function subtends based on the number of visible pixels. Our current implementation only supports direct light projection to directionally smooth basis functions. This means that direct light falling on a specular surface gets reflected as if the surface was diffuse.

To benefit from our sparse wavelet representation for surface radiance, the elements need to be dynamically (de-)allocated. To avoid an excessive amount of dynamic memory management we use the following method: before projecting the direct light at each frame we set the existing allocated coefficients to zero. Then we project the light as described, and after the projection we de-allocate the entries that are still null. This minimizes the amount of dynamic allocations and de-allocations required during run-time.

5.2. Application of the GTO

Once we have a wavelet projected representation of direct incident lighting, we multiply it by the GTO to give the converged incident radiance:

\[ X = GE \]

where \( E \) represents the projected direct light, \( G \) is the GTO, and \( X \) is the resulting converged incident radiance. All the wavelet representations above are in sparse format, so that only non-zero coefficients are stored.

For efficient multiplication, it is important to take advantage of the sparseness of \( E \): typically the direct light can be expressed with a small number of wavelet coefficients, since it is often either spatially localized or falling from a far away light source, in which case only coarse basis functions are present in \( E \). We perform the multiplication by considering only the non-zero element of \( E \) and accumulating the results to \( X \).

We use the same technique to minimize the amount of dynamic memory allocations in \( X \) as we used for computing \( E \) (section 5.1).

5.3. Multiplication by the BRDF

\( X \) represents the incident indirect radiance, and yet we need the outgoing radiance for display. Thus, we need a final multiplication by the BRDF. In our implementation, we associate a wavelet representation of the BRDF with each surface of the scene and this step simply translates into a multiplication in wavelet space. Note that we use the same wavelet representation that the oracle uses to determine the angular refinement (section 4.3.2).

5.4. Rendering from the Wavelet Basis

To generate the final view for the user, we first render the scene representing the indirect light, and then additively blend in the direct light using standard techniques.

The indirect light is synthesized from the 4D wavelet basis to textures using the CPU. Then the whole scene is drawn using standard texture mapping and optionally bi-linear filtering (results without this filtering can be seen in Figure 4).

To get rid of the discontinuities that would appear between neighboring coarse level quads, we use border texels (supported by standard graphics hardware) to ensure a smooth reconstructed result across the edges of quads.

Each quad is associated with its own texture, and thus it is possible to use a specific texture resolution for each quad. In our current implementation we select the texture resolution according to the maximum of the spatial and angular resolutions present in the wavelet basis.

The texture synthesis is performed by traversing all non-zero wavelet coefficients for a given quad. For performance,
we exploit our knowledge of the view direction and avoid traversing the subtrees of wavelets that do not point towards the eye: we traverse the wavelet hierarchy first in spatial order, then in angular order (see Figure 5), and terminate the angular traversal if we detect that the whole subtree points away from the viewer.

6. Experiments and comparison

We computed the GTO at different resolutions for three different scenes: the Cornell box, a maze and a simple scene for testing glossy illumination (see Figure 10). The results are summarized in Table 1. As can be seen, all the results run either in real-time or at least at interactive framerates.

6.1. Offline component

The most important result is the speed of the precomputation step. For comparison, the maze scene we used is an exact replica of the scene used by Kristensen et al. [KAMJ05]. The time it takes for our method to compute the GTO on this scene varies between 24 and 74 minutes depending on the required quality. Kristensen et al. report a precomputation time of 6.5 hours on a cluster of 32 PCs. Since their method is easily parallelizable, we may assume that the performance is almost linear with the number of machines, translating into a total computation time of approximately 8 days using a single PC. The comparison is based on a visual judgement. For more exact evaluation, a numerical error metric would need to be used. Nevertheless, we believe it is fair to say that our method performs the precomputation faster.

This acceleration comes from our algorithm’s ability to avoid the computation of unnecessary data. All the information computed during the pre-processing step is used for the runtime computation of indirect lighting. On the other hand, our technique suffers from well-known issues in finite element methods: we need a parameterization of our scene, which restricted us to easily parametrizable surfaces (quads in our current implementation).

Our precomputation time is dominated by the hierarchical refinement to compute the DTO, while the Neumann series evaluation to compute the GTO is relatively fast. The threshold used for non-linear wavelet compression in the GTO computations has an immediate impact on the memory cost of our algorithm (see Figure 6): not using compression in the maze scene results in approximately 2 million links stored. As each link stores 9 to 16 wavelet coefficients in floating point and in three channels, the average cost of a link is 150 bytes. Thus these 2 million links correspond to approximately 300 Mb which is not practical for real-time use.

Even a very small threshold ($\varepsilon = 10^{-6}$) on our wavelet coefficients brings the number of links down to 400,000, corresponding to memory cost of 60 Mb. A more aggressive compression ($\varepsilon = 10^{-4}$) further divides these numbers by 6, bringing the memory cost to 10 Mb.

We checked the relationship between the level of wavelet compression used on the GTO and the error we make on the operator. We tested both the standard GTO and the “gathered GTO”, where the GTO is premultiplied by the original, fine-resolution DTO. Using the non-compressed operator as a reference, we computed the error as a function of the threshold used for compression (see Figure 7). The error on both operators decreases regularly with the threshold, with the error on the gathered GTO being consistently smaller than the error on the standard GTO.

We also checked the relationship between the memory
Table 1: Summary of the performance of our algorithm. All matrices were computed with a single 3 GHz Pentium 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CORNELL</th>
<th>CORNELL HI-RES</th>
<th>MAZE</th>
<th>MAZE HI-RES</th>
<th>GLOSSY</th>
<th>GLOSSY HI-RES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t_{DTO}$ (precomp.)</td>
<td>2min</td>
<td>23min</td>
<td>23min</td>
<td>1h 12min</td>
<td>1min</td>
<td>9min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{GTO}$ (precomp.)</td>
<td>&lt;1s</td>
<td>2s</td>
<td>40s</td>
<td>1min</td>
<td>&lt;1s</td>
<td>1min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPS (run-time)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links DTO</td>
<td>3477</td>
<td>30366</td>
<td>65501</td>
<td>288628</td>
<td>4260</td>
<td>36778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links GTO</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>24151</td>
<td>24599</td>
<td>1712</td>
<td>34176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links gathered GTO</td>
<td>14169</td>
<td>53100</td>
<td>164813</td>
<td>589361</td>
<td>44383</td>
<td>195037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory cons. in MB</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>23.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Memory cost of the GTO as a function of the error on the operator (maze scene).

Figure 9: Rendering times for the different steps of our runtime component. For each scene, we tried a high resolution (moderately compressed) and a low resolution (aggressively compressed) GTO.

c⃝ The Eurographics Association 2006.

6.2. Runtime component

We analyzed the performance of our runtime component. Timings for each step can be seen on Figure 9. We tried two different scenes, each of them with a different level of compression of the GTO. All these rendering times correspond to observed framerates.

Computations related to direct lighting only depend on scene complexity, as the projection of direct lighting does not depend on the accuracy on the GTO. Computing the projection of direct lighting is about as expensive as the computation of visible direct lighting on the GPU.

Not surprisingly, the computations related to indirect lighting (multiplying the direct lighting by the GTO, the multiplication by the BRDF and conversion to textures) dominate, especially when using a high quality GTO (moderate compression). We observe that the rendering time for indirect lighting is related to the number of coefficients in the GTO.

7. Conclusions and Future work

In this paper, we have presented a novel algorithm for fast computation of indirect lighting. Combined with a separate computation of direct lighting, our algorithm allows interactive global illumination.

Our algorithm makes use of three different contributions: first a new wavelet basis for efficient storage of radiance, using standard refinement to separate the angular and spatial dimensions, secondly a hierarchical precomputation method for PRT, and third a fast projection of direct lighting on our basis. Our method works in a top-down approach, and therefore aims to only compute the information that is necessary for PRT computations.

Our main limitation is inherited from the finite element methods: the elements (i.e. the basis functions) need to be mapped to the surfaces of the scene. In the simplest case, the scene needs to initially consist of large quads as in the examples of this paper. Nonetheless, as a future work we wish to study the possibility of to relieve these restrictions in the spirit of bi-scale radiance transfer [SLSS03]. This would require an easily parameterizable coarse version of the scene.
and a method to transfer lighting from this coarse surface to a finer one.

Another direction for future work is establishing more explicit relationship between the different compressions done in our algorithm. In the current method, we have separate thresholds for hierarchical refinement and the non-linear compression used during the Neumann series computation. It would be advantageous to only have a single threshold related to the quality of GTO we want to obtain.

The oracle’s ability to independently refine each subspace is both a strength and a challenge. The refinement heuristics we presented are not optimal, since they do not take into account the dependence of directional and spatial dimensions, as explained by Durand et al. [DHS’05]. For instance, it might not make sense to link a sender with a narrow angular support to a spatially large receiver. We believe that this is a very promising direction for future research and that clear performance improvements are possible.

Yet another idea concerns applying knowledge of runtime importance, projected from the camera to the surfaces of the scene. This projection could be used to speed-up the GTO multiplication as we would know beforehand which basis functions really contribute to the image. So we could use only the parts of the GTO that actually have an visible effect on the result.

Finally, to leverage the full potential of our 4D representation, we plan to explore run-time projection of arbitrarily distributed area light-sources instead of point lights. This would have to be coupled with an accurate display of direct lighting, which could benefit from the information we collect during the projection.
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